
Advocacy Items for Action - Voting Rights Act 
 
Call your Senators to pass Voting Rights Acts (find yours here) 
 
Hi, I'm a constituent calling from [zip]. My name is ______. 
 
[If Democrat:] I understand that Democrats are considering changes to the Senate rules if 
Republicans keep obstructing progress on voting rights. I 100% support this, and want the 
Senator to as well. We should do whatever it takes to pass the Freedom to Vote Act and the 
John Lewis Voting Rights Advancement Act, then move on to pass Build Back Better and the 
many other excellent bills Democrats have already passed in the House. There’s no time to 
waste, please get this done! Thanks. 
 
[If GOP:] I understand that Democrats are considering changes to the Senate rules if 
Republicans keep obstructing progress on voting rights. I 100% support this but, hope it won’t 
come to that. I want the Senator to change course and commit to voting for the Freedom to 
Vote Act and the John Lewis Voting Rights Advancement Act. S/he needs to put country over 
party now. As Liz Cheney stated this weekend, the Republican Party “can either be loyal to 
Donald Trump or… to the Constitution, [not] both.” Tell the Senator that Cheney and one or 
two others shouldn’t have to be the only courageous Republicans in Congress. Thanks. 
 
Call Your House Rep (find yours here) 
 
Hi, I'm a constituent calling from [zip]. My name is _______. 
 
I’m deeply concerned about the partisan bias evident in the Supreme Court. We need to pass 
the Judiciary Act and add four more justices to rebalance it. Will the Congressmember co-
sponsor HR 2584, the Judiciary Act? This is really important to me. Thanks. 
 
From Jessica Craven’s Chop Wood, Carry Water  
 
“Secure MI Vote” 
The "Voters Not Politicians" non-partisan advocacy group, which started and led the anti-
gerrymandering campaign that ultimately resulted in the Citizens Redistricting Commission, has 
been active in leading efforts against the "Secure MI Vote" petition drive which is part of a 
national coordinated effort to "give politicians the power to interfere with our vote and the will 
of the people."  
 
The following link gives information on the petition drive and suggests how others can act to 
help with efforts to educate against the petition drive, “Secure MI Vote”.  Click the link below 
for more information. 
https://votersnotpoliticians.com/freedom/ 
 
Take action by sharing this with your contacts. 


